Abstract. We take advantage of an extensive data set composed of social media messages related to DJIA index components to investigate the relation between social media and financial markets network structure. Results suggest that social media attention persistence might lead market stability. Moreover, the social media structure has a considerable similarity with the stock market yet having higher persistence. In future work, we plan to use correlation-based graphs and network filtering tools to analyse the multiplex structure of social media and financial networks.
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1 Introduction

Investors’ decisions are modulated not only by companies’ fundamentals but also by personal beliefs, peers influence and information generated from news and the Internet. Investors may react irrationally toward new information \[3\] \[8\], enabling opportunities to forecast movements in the market. However, it was only recently that the availability of vast amounts of data from online systems paved the way for the large-scale investigation of investor’s collective behaviour in financial markets.

Previous studies tried to establish that online expressed opinions and measures of collective attention have predictive power over financial dynamics \[10\] \[13\] \[11\] \[2\] \[5\]. Nonetheless, common approaches focused on the investigation of individual links often neglecting joint dependences. In that way, only individual stocks are investigated and the multi-asset case is commonly neglected. Real-world datasets and, ultimately, human interactions are complex systems that need to be handled as such to explain financial dynamics in a realistic way. Moreover, recent research \[9\] has found that social media has a nonlinear impact on market prices therefore motivating the investigation of complex relationships in these systems.

Correlation-based graphs and network filtering tools have been successfully used in the literature to model the stock market as a complex system \[12\]. We aim to apply network filtering techniques \[6\] \[12\] to explain financial events via the analysis of the multilayer similarity and persistence of social media and financial networks. In this work, we show preliminary results obtained from a correlation-based structure derived from an extensive data set composed of social media messages related to DJIA index components. Similarity and persistence of social media and stock market structures are analyzed. Results suggest that periods of stability in the stock market might be preceded by periods of persistence in social media attention.

2 Data Analyzed

Our analysis is conducted on the 30 components of the Dow Jones Industrial Average (DJIA) index, which we monitored during the period from November 30, 2010 to August 17, 2015. The choice of these stocks was due to their representativeness of the stock market. We consider two streams of time series data: (i) market data, which are given at the daily stock price, and (ii) social media data.
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analytics based on more than 3 million Twitter messages. Let \( P(t) \) be the closing price of an asset at day \( t \), as financial variable we consider the stocks’ daily log-returns: \( R(t) = \log P(t) - \log P(t-1) \). As Twitter sentiment analysis \([4]\) per se is out of scope of this study, we build our analysis on top of Twitter data analytics supplied by PsychSignal.com \([1]\). Similarly, naming \( V(t) \) the total number of tweets, we defined the social media time series as \( SM(t) = \log V(t) - \log V(t-1) \). A company is defined to be related to a given message if its ticker-id is mentioned as a cashtag, i.e., as CSCO for the company CISCO SYSTEMS INC. In Twitter, a cashtag is a standard way to refer to a listed security.

3 Method

We followed procedure similar to \([7]\) in the construction of a detrended stock log-returns structure for the correlation-based graph financial network.

Let \( r_i(t) \) be the daily log-return of the stock \( i \). Given a time-window \( T_k \), we consider \( c_i(t) \) as the detrended stock log-return of \( r_i(t) \) in a time-window \( T_k \):

\[
 r_i(t) = \alpha_i + \beta I(t) + c_i(t) \tag{1}
\]

where \( I(t) \) represents the market index, which we consider as the mean of log-returns of all stocks inside the window, i.e., \( I(t) = \sum_{i=1}^{N} r_i(t), t \in T_k \).

We have selected a set of \( n = 84 \) overlapping time windows \( T_k \) with \( k = 1, \ldots, n \) (each one of length \( L = 60 \) calendar days, with 20 calendar days shift between adjacent time windows) and computed the financial distance matrix \( F_{ij}(T_k) = \sqrt{2(1 - \rho_{ij}(T_k))} \), where \( \rho_{ij} \) is the Kendall’s rank correlation between the detrended log-returns of stocks \( i \) and \( j \) smoothed exponentially with \( \theta = 20 \) inside the window \( T_k \). Analogous procedure was applied for the construction of the social media distance matrix \( SM_{ij} \). Hence, each distance matrix have \( N \) dimensions representing the stocks analyzed. \( F_{ij}(T_k) \) represents the distance matrix of stock’s returns at window \( T_k \) while \( SM_{ij}(T_k) \) represents the distance matrix of volume tweets related to the stocks investigated at window \( T_k \).

We analyse persistence and similarity of the social media and financial distance matrices. Persistence is evaluated with the cross-correlation of the distance matrix for all windows considered. Hence, the persistence of social media is given by \( corr(SM_{jk}(T_{k1}), SM_{ij}(T_{k2})), \forall k1, k2 \in [1, n] \) and the stock’s returns persistence is analogously defined. The similarity is a measure of closeness between social media and financial matrices and are estimated as \( corr(SM_{ij}(T_{k1}), F_{ij}(T_{k2})), \forall k1, k2 \in [1, n] \).

4 Results and Discussion

Fig. 1A shows the results of the persistence analysis. In A), we observe that social media presents long periods of high persistence. The first one (I) starts in November of 2010 and lasts until January of 2012 which are then followed by a new long period of high persistence (II). Interestingly, this new period of persistence is dissimilar with the previous structure. Then, a new long period of high persistence (III) started at the beginning of 2013 during approximately one year. This period is followed by two new blocks of persistence (IV and V): one assuming a different structure (IV) and the other (V) recovering a configuration similar to the period of a past block (II).

Fig. 1B shows the results of the same analysis for the financial distance matrix. Compared with the social media structure, the financial persistence is lower. Long blocks of medium to high persistence are still present, but less defined. Nonetheless, the financial structure presents blocks of high persistence that are similar to the ones identified in the social media structure. Surprisingly, we observe that periods of financial persistence follow periods of social media stability to some extent.
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Fig. 1: Evidence that periods of stock market stability (blocks highlighted) may be preceded by social media attention persistence. Figure shows persistence analysis of social media layer (A) and financial layer (B). Persistence is measured as the lagged correlation between distance matrices, which were estimated in a rolling window of size of 60 calendar days with step-size of 20 days. Axes show the date of the beginning of each window. Blocks of periods with high persistence are highlighted.
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